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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, terrorist organizations have found a cost-effective resource to advance their courses by posting high-impact Web
sites on the Internet. This alternate side of the Web is referred to as the “Dark Web.” While counterterrorism researchers seek
to obtain and analyze information from the Dark Web, several problems prevent effective and efficient knowledge discovery:
the dynamic and hidden character of terrorist Web sites, information overload, and language barrier problems. This study
proposes an intelligent knowledge management system to support the discovery and analysis of multilingual terrorist-created
Web data. We developed a systematic approach to identify, collect and store up-to-date multilingual terrorist Web data. We
also propose to build an intelligent Web-based knowledge portal integrated with advanced text and Web mining techniques
such as summarization, categorization and cross-lingual retrieval to facilitate the knowledge discovery from Dark Web
resources. We believe our knowledge portal provide counterterrorism research communities with valuable datasets and tools
in knowledge discovery and sharing.
Keywords
knowledge management, knowledge portal, Dark Web, terrorism research, information collection, information analysis,
cross-lingual information retrieval
INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1990s, the multidisciplinary field of terrorism research has experienced tremendous growth and is facing
increasingly more complex and challenging knowledge management issues from numerous research communities as well as
local, state, and Federal governments. Researchers studying terrorism often have difficulties collecting reliable and diverse
data. Furthermore, terrorism researchers mainly rely on manual approaches to analyze data which are inefficient and time-
consuming. These problems have hindered terrorism researchers from producing more research of genuine explanatory and
predictive value (Silke, 2001). Seeking solutions to addressing these issues, researchers recently have paid much attention to
the terrorists’ presence on the Web.
While the Web has evolved into a global platform for people to use in disseminating and sharing ideas, terrorists and
extremists are also utilizing the Web for their relocation, propaganda, recruitment, and communication purposes. According
to a report from the United States Institute of Peace (Weimann, 2004), nowadays, all active terrorist groups and extremist
groups have established their presence on the Internet via Web sites or online bulletin boards. We call the alternate side of the
Web, which is used by terrorists, extremist groups, and their supporters, the “Dark Web.” These Dark Web contents provide
snapshots of terrorist activities, communications, ideologies, relationships, and evolutionary developments. They can be
collected and analyzed to enable better understanding of the terrorism phenomena. However, there are several problems
preventing effective and efficient discovery of Dark Web intelligence. The first problem is mainly associated with
information overload. The amount of data available on the Web is often overwhelming and unmanageable to terrorism
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researchers and experts. Also, Dark Web data are scattered across many terrorist Web sites, making it hard for the terrorism
experts to obtain a comprehensive picture. Another important problem is that data posted on the Web are not persistent. They
may suddenly emerge, frequently modify their formats, and then swiftly disappear or, in many cases, seem to disappear by
changing their URLs but retaining much of the same content (Weimann, 2004). Language barrier is another problem faced by
terrorism experts when dealing with the multilingual Dark Web contents. Due to these problems no general methodologies
have been established or collecting and analyzing Dark Web information.
In this research, we try to address some knowledge management issues in counterterrorism domain, especially Dark Web
research domain by proposing an intelligent knowledge portal approach to facilitating the discovery and analysis of Dark
Web information. More specifically, we developed a systematic approach to identify and collect terrorist-generated
multilingual data on the Web and studied advanced data/text mining, visualization, and multilingual support techniques for
Dark Web data analysis purposes.
The  remainder  of  this  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  In  section  2  we  briefly  review  some  previous  studies  on  knowledge
management and terrorism-related information collection and analysis. In Section 3 we present our research questions. In
Section 4 we describe our proposed approach to facilitating the collection and analysis of Dark Web information. In Section 5
we report our experience in building the the Dark Web Portal. The final section provides our concluding remarks and
suggests future research directions.
RELATED WORKS
Terrorist Use of the Internet
Modern terrorist organizations have realized the potential of the Internet as a theater to effectively reach huge audiences
(Jenkins, 1975). Their use of the Web has expanded beyond routine communication and propaganda operations to training,
organizing logistics for their campaign, and developing their strategic intelligence and virtual communities. Their Web sites
have increased in number, technical sophistication, content, and media richness. Terrorist Web sites are also extremely
dynamic. They suddenly emerge, frequently modify their formats, and then swiftly disappear or change their URLs
(Weimann, 2004). In some cases, such as Al Qaeda’s Web sites, locations and contents change almost daily. Furthermore,
because of their politically controversial nature and depiction of glaring details in some video clips, they are often hacked by
hackers or shut down by their Internet Service Providers. The Dark Web provides rich and diverse terrorism-related data such
as training manuals, forum postings, images, audio records, video clips, and fundraising campaigns that can enhance the
researchers’ ability to share and mine knowledge of terrorist organizations. The Dark Web data directly reflects the terrorists’
thinking and would allow terrorism researchers to pursue their studies from unique angles and deepen their understanding of
the terrorism phenomena.
Knowledge Management Issues in Counterterrorism Domain
According to Alvesson’s (2000, 2001) definitions, counterterrorism research institutes and relevant agencies can be
considered to be “knowledge-intensive” organizations. Reliable and timely information and effective tools that help experts
transfer information into knowledge are critical for counterterrorism research to succeed. However, the counterterrorism
research community is facing increasingly more complex and challenging knowledge management issues. First,
counterterrorism researchers and experts face the problems of lacking reliable information resources. Currently, data sources
of terrorism studies are mostly limited to news stories, journal articles, books, and media-derived incident databases. Second,
most terrorism researchers and experts mainly rely on manual approaches to analyze data which are inefficient and time-
consuming. These problems have severely hindered the knowledge creation and transfer activities within the counterterrorism
domain (Silke, 2001).
As reviewed above, the rich multimedia data found in the Dark Web can enhance counterterrorism researchers’ ability to
share and mine terrorist data from many sources. However, there are several challenges in the collection and analysis of Dark
Web resources. First, terrorist Web sites are covert. They hide themselves among millions of other sites on the internet, often
forcing researchers and experts to go through time-consuming and labor-intensive process to locate the Dark Web
information of their interest. Second, the dynamic nature of the Dark Web makes it very hard for researchers and experts to
keep consistent access to the content they want. Furthermore, the language barrier problem poses great challenges on the
experts’ capability in converting the multilingual data into useful knowledge.
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Existing Terrorism Information Portals
Most existing terrorism research portals provide media-created and academic information resources such as news articles,
academic papers, reports, books, and conference information. Examples of such portals include the Undermining Terrorism
Portal at Harvard University (http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/terrorism/) and Center for the Study of Terrorism and Political
Violence (CSTPV) at St. Andrews University, Scotland (http://www.st-and.ac.uk/academic/intrel/research/cstpv/). Some
other terrorism portals also provide databases on terrorism incidents and terrorist organizations.  For example, the
International Policy Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT: http://www.ict.org.il/) located in Israel and the National Memorial
Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism (MIPT: http://www.mipt.org) located in Oklahoma City, USA provide terrorist
incidents databases with retrieval functions. Since terrorism is a global phenomenon and there are valuable resources in non-
English languages, some terrorism research projects provide human-translation of non-English terrorism-related documents.
The Middle Eastern Media Research Institute (MEMRI: http://www.memri.org) is an example that explores the Middle
Eastern region’s media and provide translation of Arabic, Farsi, and Hebrew media. We found none of the portals provide
access to or maintain information generated by terrorist such as their Web sites or forums.
Although Dark Web information was not available in existing information portals, several groups started projects on
collecting and preserving terrorist-created Web contents. Most of these groups made manual efforts to create databases for
monitoring, collecting, classifying, and publicizing terrorists’ Web sites. Examples include the Jihad and Terrorism Studies
Project started by MEMRI and the Project for Research of Islamist Movements (PRISM, http://www.e-prism.org) started by
the Interdisciplinary Center in Herzilya, Israel. Both projects monitor Web sites of militant Islamic groups in their native
languages and provide access to translated information and metadata about the groups’ Web sites and forums. Tsfati and
Weimann at Haifa University started monitoring 16 terrorist Web sites since 1998 and by 2002 the number of terrorist Web
sites they monitored increased to 29 (Tsfati and Weimann, 2002). Although the above studies provide important Dark Web
information such as terrorist Web site URLs, due to the limitation of manual approaches applied in these studies, the numbers
of terrorist Web sites covered by these studies are relatively small and may not be enough for comprehensive terrorism
studies.
Supporting Dark Web Knowledge Management
In Hanson, Nohria, and Tjernay’s (1999) taxonomy of approaches to knowledge management implementation, a knowledge
codification strategy was recommended. In this strategy, knowledge is carefully codified and stored in a database system
such that it can be accessed and shared by collaborators and colleagues. Earl (2001) also recognized the importance of
codification by describing it as a contribution of knowledge to databases. Hurley and Green (2005) also recommended this
strategy in the knowledge management practices in non-profit organizations. To address the knowledge management issues
in counterterrorism domains, following the guideline mentioned above, we propose to create an intelligent Dark Web
knowledge portal that contains carefully-selected and codified Dark Web information. Furthermore, advanced text/Web
mining, categorization, and visualization techniques will be added into the Dark Web knowledge portal to facilitate the
access, analysis, and sharing of the Dark Web information.
To build the Dark Web knowledge portal, an effective and efficient Web collection building approach is essential. There are
two general approaches to collecting domain-specific Web documents: manual selection and automatic Web crawling.
Manual approach is often applied when relevancy and information quality of Web sites is of most importance. However, this
approach is labor-intensive and time-consuming and often leads to incomprehensive results. Automatic Web crawling
technique is an efficient way to collect large amount of Web pages. However, no such studies were reported in the terrorism
research domain. One major concern of using Web crawlers is thatoff-topic documents are often introduced into the
collection due to the limitations of Web crawling technologies.
A high-quality and comprehensive collection alone will not be very useful for researchers if there are no appropriate tools to
help them access, analyze, and understand the multilingual information in the collection. A useful knowledge management
system needs to provide post-retrieval analysis and multilingual support functionalities to address the information overload
and language barrier problems. Post-retrieval analysis techniques can be applied on a large set of Dark Web documents to
help researchers quickly locate the information needed and obtain a comprehensive picture of the major topics that the
documents are related to. Document summarization, categorization, and visualization are the three major post-retrieval
analysis techniques.
Dark Web information is often not in English. Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) can help break language barriers by
allowing users to retrieve documents in foreign languages using queries in their native languages. Most reported CLIR
approaches translate queries into the document languages and then perform monolingual retrievals. (Ballesteros and Croft,
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1996). It provides a method to help experts explore global Dark Web information without having to learn foreign languages
and will reduce the need for human translators in terrorism research domain.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The terrorist-created digital material on the Web is critical to terrorism research communities. However, few previous studies
applied efficient approaches to automatically collect Dark Web information or provide tools to assist human analysis of Dark
Web information.  In this study we aim to address the following research question:
1. How can intelligent collection building techniques be used to build and preserve a high-quality, up-to-date
collection of Dark Web data and help resolve the information management problems in counterterrorism research?
2.  How can information search and analysis techniques be integrated to help access and understand the Dark Web?
Figure 1. Dark Web Portal Architecture
PROPOSED APPROACH
We propose to use a knowledge management system approach to assist terrorism researchers and experts to locate, collect,
access, analyze, and manage Dark Web data. Our approach consists of two major components: systematic Dark Web
collection building process and a Web-based knowledge portal with analysis and multilingual support. Figure 1 summarizes
the major components of our proposed approach. In the following sections we will discuss each major component in depth.
Dark Web Collection Building
To cope with the high quality and comprehensiveness requirements of terrorism studies, we propose to use a link-analysis
enhanced collection building procedure which combines both manual selection and automatic Web crawling methods. To
capture the dynamic evolution of the Dark Web over time, this process is to performed recursively. There are four steps in the
proposed collection building process (see Figure 1: Dark Web Collection Building).
1. Identify terrorist groups from reliable sources.  The  first  step  is  to  compose  a  list  of  organizations  that  were  stated  as
terrorism organizations by authoritative sources. To ensure the accuracy of our list, we only rely on sources published by
governments, relevant government agencies, and authoritative non-government institutions. Sources from different countries
and regions of the world are sought to ensure the comprehensiveness of the list. For each group appear in the list, information
such as the group names, the group leaders’ names are identified for use in later steps.
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2. Identify an initial set of Web sites created by the identified terrorist groups. Again, in this step, multiple sources are used to
identify the URLs of Web sites created by the terrorist groups found in step 1. Some group URLs can be found in the
authoritative sources used in step 1. Besides, we use terrorist group names and lead names in their native languages as queries
to search online search engines like Google to identify additional terrorist URLs.
3. Expand Web site list through link analysis. The terrorist URL list composed in step 2 is further expanded through
automatic link analysis approaches. The expanded URLs are manually filtered to ensure the relevance.
4. Collect contents in identified terrorist Web sites. An automatic Web crawler is applied to collect the contents within these
sites. Unlike more previous Dark Web projects, we collect all types of contents from terrorist Web sites, including textual
files (e.g., HTML files, plain text files, etc), multimedia files (e.g., images, audio/video files, etc), archive files (e.g., ZIP
files, RAR files, etc), and even documents with unknown content types for further analysis.
Knowledge Portal with Multilingual Support
After the Dark Web collection is built, a knowledge portal fitted with post-retrieval analysis and multilingual support
components is built to facilitate the access and analysis of data in the collection.
The Dark Web Portal follows typical 3-layer architecture. The back-end layer consists of database that contains the full-text
indexes of textual Dark Web documents. Text normalization process such as stemming, stop-word removal, and accent-
removal are applied on the multilingual documents to ensure maximum retrieval accuracy. The middle-ware layer is fitted
with post-retrieval and cross-lingual retrieval components to alleviate the information overload and language barrier
problems during the retrieval process (Greene, Marchionini, Plaisant, and Shneiderman, 2000; Chen, Lally, Zhu, Chau,
2003). The front-end layer features an easy-to-use Google-like user interface and various visualization components to
facilitate the analysis and understanding of retrieved Dark Web results. The system components will be discussed in detail in
the following sections.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Based on our proposed approach, we developed a Dark Web collection testbed and a prototype Dark Web Portal system. In
this section, we describe Dark Web collection and portal development process.
Dark Web Collection Building
Terrorist Group Identification
We started the collection building process by identifying the groups that are considered by authoritative sources as terrorist
groups. The authoritative sources were suggested by a domain expert with 13 years of experience. The sources we used to
identify US domestic terrorist groups include: Anti-Defamation League, FBI, Southern Poverty Law Center, Militia
Watchdog, and Google Web Directory. To identify international terrorist groups we relied on the following sources: United
States Committee for a Free Lebanon, Counter-Terrorism Committee of the UN Security Council, US State Department
report, Official Journal of the European Union, and government reports from the United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, and P. R.
China. From these resources, a total of 224 US domestic terrorist groups and 440 international terrorist groups have been
identified.
Terrorist Web site Identification and Expansion
Our approach to identify terrorist Web sites consisted of two steps as shown in figure 4: first we identified an initial set of
terrorist group URLs, and then used Link Analysis for expansion purpose. To keep the Dark Web collection up-to-date, we
conducted three batches of Dark Web testbed building during April 2004, July 2004 and November 2004. In all batches, we
chose to focus on groups from three areas: North America, Latin-American, and Middle-Eastern countries.
Our initial set of URLs was identified from three sources: search engines, government reports, and research centers as shown
on the left side of Figure 4. All US domestic group URLs and some international group URLs were directly obtained from
US State Department report and FBI reports. Additional international group URLs were identified through online search. To
conduct the search, we constructed three terrorism lexicons in terrorist groups’ native languages with the help of language
experts. These lexicons contain terrorist organization name(s), leader(s)’ and key members’ names, slogans, special keywords
used by terrorists, etc. From the search results, those Web sites that explicitly identify themselves as the official sites of a
terrorist organization and the Web sites that contain praise of or adopt ideologies espoused by a terrorist group were added
into our collection.
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Figure 2. Terrorist Group URLs Identification Process
To dig out more hidden Web sites of terrorist groups, we used a link analysis approach to expand the initial list (see Figure
2). Two types of Web page links were used: back-link and out-link. Back-links were identified using a program that
automatically queries Google back-link search service. Out-links were extracted using a program that analyze HTML tags
within Dark Web pages. Manual filtering was performed again on the extracted links to ensure their quality.
In our first batch collection which was built in April 2004, we identified 81 US domestic terrorist group Web sites, 37 Latin-
American terrorist group Web sites, and 69 Middle-East group Web sites. In July 2004 the second batch testbed collection
was built by expanding and updating the first one. Following the same process, 233 US domestic, 83 Latin-American, and
128 Middle-Eastern terrorist Web sites were included in testbed. In November 2004 the third batch collection, there were 108
terrorist Web sites from US domestic, 68 from Latin-American, and 135 from Middle-Eastern respectively.
Collecting Dark Web Information
After the URL of a group Web site was identified, we used a digital library building toolkit to collect the contents from the
site. In the first batch collection, only the static textual Web pages (HTML, TXT, PDF, and MSWord) within the identified
Web sites were fetched. Since multimedia contents may provide special value-adds to terrorism research, we decided to
collect all types of Dark Web documents in our second batch. Besides the static textual files, dynamic texual files (ASP, PHP,
CGI, etc), Multi-media files (images, audio and video files), Archive files (ZIP packages, RAR packages, etc), and non-
standard file types (files which cannot be recognized by Internet Explorer) were also collected in the second batch collection.
Table 1 summarizes the number of terrorist URLs identified and pages collected during the three batches of collection
building process.
Dark Web Portal Building
Multilingual Indexing
The first step towards making the Dark Web testbed searchable is to index the documents. Stemming was first performed to
handle the variations in the way text can be represented.  Besides word-based indexing, we applied the Arizona Noun Phraser
program (Tolle and Chen, 2000) to English pages and the Mutual Information program (Ong and Chen, 1999) to Spanish and
Arabic pages to extract meaningful phrases. AZNP extracts all the noun phrases from each English Web page automatically
based on part-of-speech tagging and linguistic rules. Mutual Information program is a statistical-based method that identifies
as meaningful phrases significant patterns from a large amount of text in any language. The Noun Phraser and Mutual
Information programs created a phrase lexicon for each collection. The identified phrase lexicons were sent to Concept Space
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program and pairs of keywords co-occurring on the same page were identified and extracted as thesaurus terms.
Region US Domestic Latin-America Middle-Eastern
Batch # 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd
Total 81 233 108 37 83 68 69 128 135
From
literature &
reports
63 113 58 0 0 0 23 31 37
From search
engines
0 0 0 37 48 41 46 66 66
# of
seed
URLs
From link
extraction
18 120 50 0 32 27 0 31 32
# of terrorist groups
searched
74 219 71 7 10 10 34 36 36
Total 125,610 396,105  746,297 106,459 332,134 394,315 322,524 222,687 1,004,785# of
Web
pages Multimedia
files
0 70,832 223,319 0 44,671 83,907 0 35,164 83,907
Table 1. Summary of Seed URLs identified and Web pages collected
Cross-Language Information Retrieval
The Dark Web collection contains multilingual terrorist information in English, Spanish and Arabic. To overcome the
language barrier, we added English-Arabic cross-lingual retrieval capability in our Dark Web testbed. Our techniques are
general and can be applied to other language pairs. We used the dictionary-based approach in query translation. We
combined two dictionaries, an English-Arabic dictionary constructed from Al-Misbar, (an online dictionary with more than
20,000 entries), and an Arabic-English dictionary from Tuft’s University (50,000 entries). The Arabic Web pages were first
indexed against the combined dictionary. Co-occurrence scores between every two dictionary terms were calculated and
stored in the database. During cross-lingual retrieval, the translation pair with the highest co-occurrence score will be selected
as translated query. We also included a machine translation component to translate the retrieved Arabic document back to
English. The machine translation system was developed at Language Weaver (http://www.languageweaver.com/). With the
cross-lingual and machine translation components, an English-speaking user can use English query to retrieve and translate
Arabic documents without knowing Arabic.
Post-retrieval Analysis
To assist human analysis of Dark Web information, our portal provides three post-retrieval analysis components:
Summarizer, Categorizer, and Visualizer.
The Dark Web summarizer was modified from an English summarizer, TXTRACTOR (McDonald and Chen, 2002), that
uses sentence-selection heuristics to rank text segments. It supports summarizing Web documents in Arabic, English, and
Spanish. The Categorizer organizes the returned Web documents into 20 or fewer different folders labeled by topics. When
the categorizer is invoked, all the returned results are processed and key phrases that appear in the titles and summaries are
extracted by matching to the phrase lexicon in the respective language. An indexing program calculates the frequency of
occurrence of these phrases and picks the most frequent ones as topics. Web documents that contain a folder topic are
included in that folder.
The Dark Web Portal also supports visualizing the retrieved Web documents and helps reduce information overload when a
large number of search results are returned. The document visualizer provides two types of visualizations: the Jigsaw and
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The Jigsaw is a two-dimensional map generated by using the Kohonen self-
organizing map (SOM) algorithm (Kohonen, 1995). Similar documents are assigned to adjacent regions which are labeled by
key phrases identified by the AZNP or the mutual information program. In the GIS SOM visualizer, Web documents are
shown as points on a two-dimensional map with their positions determined by the SOM algorithm. By using these post-
retrieval analysis tools, counterterrorism researchers can obtain a meaningful and comprehensive picture of a large number of
search results.
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Sample User Sessions
The Dark Web Portal supports searching and browsing terrorist groups in different regions: US Domestic groups, Latin-
American groups and Middle-Eastern groups. Each collection can be accessed by the user interface in the corresponding
languages, which are English, Spanish and Arabic.
Example for US Domestic Search
Suppose the user is interested in the terrorist group “Ku Klux Klan” and wants to use it as a search query. There are two types
of search forms available: simple search and advanced search (see Figure 3). On the top of the result page (Figure 4) it shows
a list of “suggested keywords,” which help the user to expand or refine his query. Along with the Web page result display,
our portal also gives the terrorist group name and the corresponding category for each Web page. Users can sort the results by
terrorist groups and categories. When browsing the retrieved results, the user can either click the title which brings him the
actual page, or he can click the “Summarize” function (see Figure 5) to get a preview along with the original page. By
clicking on the “Organize” tab, he goes to the categorizer page where all the results are categorized into folders with
extracted topics. The user is also interested in getting a visual overview of the returned results. Two visualizers are provided:
a Jigsaw SOM map and a GIS SOM map (see Figure 6).
Figure 3. Dark Web Portal Interfaces: Simple Search and Advanced Search
a. US Domestic (English)
Simple Search Interface
b. US Domestic (English)
Advanced Search Interface
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Figure 4. Dark Web Portal Interfaces: Returned Results Display
Switch between
document types
Returned Results
Group name
and category
Summarizer
Cached Page
Suggested keywords
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Figure 5. Dark Web Portal Interfaces: Multilingual Summarizer and Categorizer
a. Dark Web Portal
Summarizer (Example in
English)
b. Dark Web Portal
Categorizer (Example in
English)
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Figure 6. Dark Web Portal Interfaces: Multilingual Visualizer
Example for Cross-lingual Search
The English-speaking user is also interested in Middle-Eastern terrorists activities. He typed in the query “Israel jail set free”
(see Figure 7.a). The best translation combination is used to retrieve Arabic documents and the results are displayed in Figure
7.b and Figure 7.c. These retrieved Arabic documents are translated back to English, the original query language, using the
machine translation system (Figure 7.d).
a. Dark Web Portal Jigsaw
SOM Visualizer
b. Dark Web Portal GIS
Visualizer
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Figure 7. Dark Web Portal Cross-lingual Information Retrieval
Conclusions and Future Directions
Information overload, uncertain data quality, and lack of advanced data collection and analysis methodologies for studying
Dark Web contents are major hurdles and challenges which both traditional and new counterterrorism researchers have to
overcome. In this paper we proposed to build an intelligent Web portal, called Dark Web Portal, to assist terrorism
researchers and experts to locate, collect, access, analyze, and manage Dark Web data. We developed a systematic Dark Web
collection building approach that addresses the dynamic and hidden nature of terrorist Web sites. Using this approach, we
a. Search Page
User types in English Query
c. The system retrieves
Arabic documents using the
translated query and
provides English translations
of the titles and summaries
of the results.
f. The system provides
English translations of the
titles and summaries of the
results using a machine
translation system.
b. The system determines
the best combination of
possible translations based
on their co-occurrence in an
domain-specific Arabic
document corpus.
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created a high-quality Dark Web testbed which covers 444 Web sites created by US domestic, Latin-American and Middle-
Eastern terrorist and extremist groups. We also reported our experience in implementing the Dark Web portal, a Web-based
intelligent portal that allows researchers and experts to easily search, browse and analyze the multilingual information in the
Dark Web testbed. We believe this testbed could provide the terrorism research community with valuable a dataset and
analysis tools to better study the global terrorism phenomenon.
For future research, other natural language processing techniques, such as entity extraction and relations extraction, will be
included into the Dark Web Portal to better assist human analysis. A user study and systematic evaluation will be conducted
to study the effectiveness and efficiency of the Dark Web Portal in assisting counterterrorism research.
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